APPLICATION FORM COMPETITION INTR3CCI 2022
“Tribute to Lace: a three-dimensional stele”
NAME
SURNAME
PLACE/DATE OF BIRTH
CITIZIENSHIP
ADDRESS
CITY
NATION
TEL /MOB.
EMAIL
Requests:
To be selected to participate in the 2nd International Competition for Bobbin or Needle Lace, with a work
titled: ________________________________________________
Declares that:
- The work proposed was not previously prized, was not exhibited in previous competitions, was not
published in any case;
- Has got total ownership and rights for the exhibited work’s exploitation, according to the provisions
of law N. 633/41;
Agrees to all the rules and clauses provided for the competition;
- Has been fully informed about objectives and manners related to the laws on the processing of
personal data (Law N. 675/96) and agrees to their use by the organizers, according to the National
Legislation;
PLACE AND DATE_____________________________SIGNATURE___________________________
The Owner doesn not have any obligation on publishing/ using datas collected for the Competition. It
is mandatory to furnish the requested data to fill the application form and the tecnica sheet;
their missing can prevent to participate in the competition.
Datas collected will not be given to others, made exception for their dissemination due to
institutional purposes established by the Owner. Datas will be stored until the end of the
competition; after the competition, datas could be deleted. Owner is the association “Il merletto
nella Città di Piero della Francesca”, located in Sansepolcro, 2, Piazza Garibaldi, represented by the
President. Each person is safeguarded by the law n.7 D.Lgs. 30 june 2003, n. 196, which could be
carried out by writing at: ilmerlettodisansepolcro@gmail.com . For any other information,
suggestion, ideas or comments, please send an email to ilmerlettodisansepolcro@gmail.com
DATE_____________ SIGNATURE________________

SCHEDA TECNICA ESECUTIVA
WORK TITLE

TECHNIQUE

USED MATERIAL:

SUPPORT AND MEASURE

DRAWING BY

EXECUTED BY

N.B. Allegare eventuale commento letterario all’opera
DATA________________ FIRMA ________________________

